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How to prevent
and avoid crypto
scams guide
The rise in the popularity of cryptocurrency has also opened up more possibilities
for bad actors to exploit all the loopholes in the crypto space and scam
unsuspecting people.
Cryptocurrency scams are becoming more sophisticated but there are ways to
avoid becoming a victim. This article highlights the most common cryptocurrency
scams, and how to protect yourself from them.

Never share your
financial information or
wallet private/seed keys
Even if you are absolutely certain that you are
interacting with a trusted party—such as a wallet
or cryptocurrency provider—you should refrain from
sharing sensitive information.
If you are asked to share the SEED PHRASE or the
PRIVATE KEY of your crypto wallet - it’s a scam to steal
your holdings.

Never share your seed phrase or private keys with
anyone.
And remember to keep your seed phrase and private
keys in a safe place.
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Prevent Phishing Scams
Phishing is a classic scheme in which a scammer attempts
on nabbing the seed words, private keys orpasswords of
your cryptocurrency wallets.
Phishing scams can take different forms and may originate
from a seemingly innocuous phone call, text or email.
Cryptocurrency phishing scams are also common on
forums, messaging apps and social media sites.			
		
The scammer will often impersonate someone else, such as
an authority figure or company representative. They’ll then
try to trick you into sharing your info.
They may target you with an email from a crypto wallet or
provider that looks realistic, with an offer that contains a
potentially harmful link when you click on it. The link could
ask you to provide your login credentials to a wallet you
own, or goad you into providing your personal information
that can be used to defraud you.

Fake Websites/Domain Spoofing
In many cases, scammers impersonate businesses and create websites that
look almost the same as the original ones to attack unsuspecting users.
If you mistake these websites for the real thing and enter your personal or
account information, the scammers may be able to steal your identity or
cryptocurrency.
When visiting a crypto-related website, always double-check the
website’s address (“URL”) before entering your information and
Look carefully to confirm the web address is legitimate and it starts with
HTTPS:// (not HTTP://) before attempting to log in. Always check the
SSL certificate of the website and make sure that it’s turned “GREEN” or
shows “LOCKED” in your browser address bar
Green secure lock

Secure | https://www.domainname.com
Authenticated
company name
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Impersonation Scammers
Impersonation scammers are all over the place. In some
cases, it’s quite easy to spot them, while in other cases
they can be fairly clever and are not easy to recognize,
particularly to people who are not used to all the
impersonation scams that occur.
Fraudsters may set up scam customer support
accounts to impersonate a variety of companies or
your well-known friends. These scammers are skilled
in social engineering, making false claims to deceive
and manipulate their target into providing personal
information that will be used for fraudulent purposes.
They may also claim that influencers or celebrities
endorse or support their projects, or are eveninvestors.
Posts may include photos or screenshots.
If someone appears on your social media and rushes
you to start a friendship or romance, watch out:
Never give support staff (or anyone else for that
matter) remote access to your devices.
Never give out your 2FA (2-Factor Authentication)
security codes or passwords.
Never accept outbound calls asking for your
confidential personal information.
Never send cryptocurrency to external addresses
on behalf of alleged support agents.
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Avoid investment scams
Investment scams are business opportunity scams that
involve one party promising great returns via the simple
act of sending crypto. Scammers will tell victims that if
they invest a relatively small sum, they will see instant—
and quite unrealistic—gains.
While cryptocurrency investments can yield significant
profits for investors, it’s vital to know which investment
opportunities are legitimate, and which are fraudulent.
Seasoned cryptocurrency investors may be familiar
with when an opportunity seems too good to be true,
but less experienced investors may be more vulnerable
to this type of scam.
Tips for avoiding investment scams:
Be skeptical of websites or services promising high
returns or unrealistic investment opportunities. If it
sounds too good to be true, it usually is.
Only send cryptocurrency to trusted third parties.
Search for publicly verifiable reviews or articles
involving the recipient.
Watch for grammatical errors in communications
or on websites. Scammers often make grammar or
spelling mistakes.
Research the organization thoroughly. Check
consumer-protection websites and make
telephone calls or send emails to verify
authenticity.
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Final tips on how to
prevent crypto scams
The best thing you can do to avoid falling victim to a
crypto scam is to be an informed user. Following the
basic rules below will help you to protect your holdings:
Protect your crypto wallet: Do not share your
private keys, seed phrases, and passwords with
anybody under any circumstances.
Always use and enable 2FA authentication
Be skeptical: Do not trust anyone! Avoid anything
with “promises” or “guarantees”. If something
sounds too good to be true, it is highly likely a scam
scheme.
Don’t send crypto to unknown wallets: If you’re
transferring crypto to a wallet that’s not yours, make
sure you know and trust the person or company it
belongs to.
Verify all links: Don’t click on a link without
examining it carefully to make sure it’s from a
trusted and verified source
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